
THE MANUFACTURING SERIES  MANUFACTURING SERIES — BASIC BUNDLE 

The Passport Business Solutions Manufactur-
ing Series™ is a powerful, easy to use business 
management system designed to meet the 
needs of today's small to mid-size manufactur-
ing company. It provides the tools needed to 
reduce inventory, streamline production, im-
prove on-time deliveries, manage product 
costs, improve customer service levels and 
much more. When coupled with the Passport 
Business Solutions accounting modules it is a 
complete business management solution.  
  
PBS Manufacturing Series is flexible enough 
to meet the needs of most small to mid-size 
manufacturing environments. The modular 
design and many configurable options will 
allow you to tailor a system to meet your indi-
vidual needs. Invest only in the technology you 
need today and add to your system as your 
needs change. Whether you make to order, 
make to stock, or run a job shop, you will find 
tools that can help you streamline your opera-
tions. 
  
There are more than 130 reports and on-line 
displays placing information at your fingertips. 
If you can’t find the exact report you need, add 
AcuODBC® and your favorite ODBC compli-
ant reporting tools for developing custom re-
ports, and the sky is the limit. Implementing 
the PBS Manufacturing Series will provide 
you with more information and more control 
over your manufacturing operation. 

The PBS Manufacturing Series Basic Bundle is a cost effective solution for small manufacturing 
companies whose business system needs are very simple, or for companies who are working on a tight 
budget. This configuration allows you to take control of your manufacturing operations by providing 
you with the basic tools you need to get started. You can enter and maintain sales orders, purchase 
orders, and even shop orders. Basic material planning tools and simple shop order schedules are also 
available, allowing you to automate your operations. 
 
As your needs change, you can begin adding additional modules to enhance your materials planning, 
shop floor scheduling, capacity planning, and costing capabilities. This allows you to invest only in the 
technology you need, as you need it. 
 
• INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

Inventory Management is the foundation of the PBS Manufacturing Series. This helps you 
maintain accurate inventory control, and pricing information about purchased and manufactured 
items, which can help you to gain confidence in your business system. This package contains 
many extra features such as shop order schedules and shop order material requirements planning 
(MRP) that allow implementation of some shop floor scheduling and MRP order control before 
installing more fully featured packages for those functions. Lot and serial control tracking features 
are also optionally available. 

 
• PRODUCT DEFINITION 

Product Definition and Costing allows creation and maintenance of Bills of Material, Work Cen-
ters, and manufacturing Routings. Estimated or standard product costs may be automatically cal-
culated from this information. Product Definition costing data is used by the rest of the system to 
perform tasks such as scheduling, costing, and materials and capacity planning functions.  

 
• CUSTOMER ORDER PROCESSING 

Customer Order Processing can streamline your order management cycle and improve customer 
service and satisfaction. You can easily enter quotes, sales orders, maintain accurate records, 
advise customers of order status and item availability, and issue invoices promptly. Sales Analysis 
and history features provide a valuable tool for management. You may use pre-printed forms or 
may opt to use our plain paper forms to reduce your overall costs. Quotes, sales order 
acknowledgements, and invoices may also be sent electronically on an order-by-order basis. 

 
• PURCHASE ORDER PROCESSING 

Purchase Order Processing is a complete system for procurement management. You can enter and 
maintain purchase orders, blanket purchase orders, and item sources. Item sources will help 
streamline the buying decision by allowing you to maintain and view item information specific to 
each vendor you purchase it from including pricing, vendor item numbers, and conversion ratios 
for buying in a different unit of measure than yours. Actual costs may be optionally posted 
directly to jobs in the Manufacturing Job Costing module. 
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THE MANUFACTURING SERIES  MANUFACTURING SERIES — CONTROL MASTER BUNDLE 

The Control Master Bundle is a great solution for companies who are more concerned about the shop 
floor scheduling and job costing aspects of their business, and have either very simple or nonexistent 
material planning needs. Preferred by the make to order manufacturer or the job shop, the Control Master 
Bundle can also be very useful in the make to stock environment by providing improved shop and prod-
uct cost management. 
 
Detailed shop floor schedules and real-time bar coded shop floor data collection is available to help fur-
ther streamline your operation. Actual costs will be collected along the way and your job costing reports 
will allow you to compare these to your original cost estimates.     
 
• INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

Inventory Management is the foundation of the PBS Manufacturing Series. This helps you main-
tain accurate inventory control, and pricing information about purchased and manufactured items 
which can help you to gain confidence in your business system. This package contains many extra 
features such as shop order schedules and shop order material requirements planning (MRP) that 
allow implementation of some shop floor scheduling and MRP order control before installing more 
fully featured packages for those functions. Lot and serial control tracking features are also option-
ally available.  

 
• PRODUCT DEFINITION 

Product Definition and Costing allows creation and maintenance of Bills of Material, Work Cen-
ters, and manufacturing Routings. Estimated or standard product costs may be automatically cal-
culated from this information. Product Definition costing data is used by the rest of the system to 
perform tasks such as scheduling, costing, and materials and capacity planning functions.  

 
• CUSTOMER ORDER PROCESSING 

Customer Order Processing can streamline your order management cycle and improve customer 
service and satisfaction. You can easily enter quotes, sales orders, maintain accurate records, advise 
customers of order status and item availability, and issue invoices promptly. Sales Analysis and 
history features provide a valuable tool for management. You may use pre-printed forms or may 
opt to use our plain paper forms to reduce your overall costs. Quotes, sales order acknowledge-
ments, and invoices may also be sent electronically on an order by order basis.  

 
• PURCHASE ORDER PROCESSING 

Purchase Order Processing is a complete system for procurement management. You can enter and 
maintain purchase orders, blanket purchase orders, and item sources. Item sources will help stream-
line the buying decision by allowing you to maintain and view item information specific to each 
vendor you purchase it from including pricing, vendor item numbers, and conversion ratios for 
buying in a different unit of measure than yours. Actual costs may be optionally posted directly to 
jobs in the Manufacturing Job Costing module. 

 
• SHOP FLOOR CONTROL 

Shop Floor Control gives production management accurate and timely information on jobs, work-
in-process, and production activity. It allows detail planning and scheduling, and highlights shop 
floor problems as they occur. Real-time bar coded labor collection is also available making infor-
mation available immediately. Shop order status displays will also allow you to pinpoint where an 
order is in production and even allow you to drill down and view the specific labor transactions for 
each operation.  

 
• MANUFACTURING JOB COSTING 

Manufacturing Job Costing functions include job cost estimating and actual cost reporting, and ad-
hoc quoting. Information is available for both open and closed jobs allowing you to better manage 
costs on a job by job basis. 
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The Passport Business Solutions Manufactur-
ing Series™ is a powerful, easy to use business 
management system designed to meet the 
needs of today's small to mid-size manufactur-
ing company. It provides the tools needed to 
reduce inventory, streamline production, im-
prove on-time deliveries, manage product 
costs, improve customer service levels and 
much more. When coupled with the Passport 
Business Solutions accounting modules it is a 
complete business management solution.  
  
PBS Manufacturing Series is flexible enough 
to meet the needs of most small to mid-size 
manufacturing environments. The modular 
design and many configurable options will 
allow you to tailor a system to meet your indi-
vidual needs. Invest only in the technology you 
need today and add to your system as your 
needs change. Whether you make to order, 
make to stock, or run a job shop, you will find 
tools that can help you streamline your opera-
tions. 
  
There are more than 130 reports and on-line 
displays placing information at your fingertips. 
If you can’t find the exact report you need, add 
AcuODBC® and your favorite ODBC compli-
ant reporting tools for developing custom re-
ports, and the sky is the limit. Implementing 
the PBS Manufacturing Series will provide 
you with more information and more control 
over your manufacturing operation. 



THE MANUFACTURING SERIES  MANUFACTURING SERIES — PLANNING BUNDLE 

The Planning Bundle is designed for companies who are more focused on material requirements and ca-
pacity planning and less concerned with labor reporting and job costing. It is particularly appropriate for 
companies who manufacture more complex products with many components, companies with repetitive 
products and a high sales volume, and those companies who need to accommodate seasonal demand or 
build to sales forecasts.   
 
Streamline your operations by simplifying the material planning functions. The material plan is then con-
verted into an hours and dollars plan, ensuring you have the labor and financial resources to execute your 
schedule. These planning tools can help you reduce inventory, improve on-time deliveries and customer 
service, and help to ensure you have the material you need when you need it.  
 
• INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

Inventory Management is the foundation of the PBS Manufacturing Series. This helps you maintain 
accurate inventory control, and pricing information about purchased and manufactured items which 
can help you to gain confidence in your business system. This package contains many extra features 
such as shop order schedules and shop order material requirements planning (MRP) that allow im-
plementation of some shop floor scheduling and MRP order control before installing more fully 
featured packages for those functions. Lot and serial control tracking features are also optionally 
available.  

 
• PRODUCT DEFINITION 

Product Definition and Costing allows creation and maintenance of Bills of Material, Work Cen-
ters, and manufacturing Routings. Estimated or standard product costs may be automatically cal-
culated from this information. Product Definition costing data is used by the rest of the system to 
perform tasks such as scheduling, costing, and materials and capacity planning functions.  

 
• MASTER SCHEDULING & MRP 

Master Scheduling & MRP provides planning functions for sales, production, and material re-
quirements. This module can help an organization improve delivery times, reduce inventory and 
ensure manufacturing has what they need when they need it. It is useful for planning in response 
to actual demand as well as to a sales forecast or a combination of the two.  

 
• CUSTOMER ORDER PROCESSING 

Customer Order Processing can streamline your order management cycle and improve customer 
service and satisfaction. You can easily enter quotes, sales orders, maintain accurate records, advise 
customers of order status and item availability, and issue invoices promptly. Sales Analysis and 
history features provide a valuable tool for management. You may use pre-printed forms or may opt 
to use our plain paper forms to reduce your overall costs. Quotes, sales order acknowledgements, 
and invoices may also be sent electronically on an order by order basis.  

 
• PURCHASE ORDER PROCESSING 

Purchase Order Processing is a complete system for procurement management. You can enter and 
maintain purchase orders, blanket purchase orders, and item sources. Item sources will help stream-
line the buying decision by allowing you to maintain and view item information specific to each 
vendor you purchase it from including pricing, vendor item numbers, and conversion ratios for buy-
ing in a different unit of measure than yours. Actual costs may be optionally posted directly to jobs 
in the Manufacturing Job Costing module.  

 
• CAPACITY PLANNING 

Capacity Planning allows manufacturers to plan optimal production based on requirements and plant 
capacity. Production bottlenecks and backload problems are identified before they occur. Loading at 
critical work centers can be planned and simulated. Capacity Planning is a powerful tool for better 
scheduling, routing, and manpower planning. ©
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The Passport Business Solutions Manufactur-
ing Series™ is a powerful, easy to use business 
management system designed to meet the 
needs of today's small to mid-size manufactur-
ing company. It provides the tools needed to 
reduce inventory, streamline production, im-
prove on-time deliveries, manage product 
costs, improve customer service levels and 
much more. When coupled with the Passport 
Business Solutions accounting modules it is a 
complete business management solution.  
  
PBS Manufacturing Series is flexible enough 
to meet the needs of most small to mid-size 
manufacturing environments. The modular 
design and many configurable options will 
allow you to tailor a system to meet your indi-
vidual needs. Invest only in the technology you 
need today and add to your system as your 
needs change. Whether you make to order, 
make to stock, or run a job shop, you will find 
tools that can help you streamline your opera-
tions. 
  
There are more than 130 reports and on-line 
displays placing information at your fingertips. 
If you can’t find the exact report you need, add 
AcuODBC® and your favorite ODBC compli-
ant reporting tools for developing custom re-
ports, and the sky is the limit. Implementing 
the PBS Manufacturing Series will provide 
you with more information and more control 
over your manufacturing operation. 


